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Scientific Project Overview
 Better visualization => Magnetization Transfer Contrast
 From gelatin over phantom with pig lungs to human healthy volunteers => open for
clinical study… (any volunteers? Seriously! )
 Measuring software –> measuring protocol -> data evaluation SW
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Goals Overview
 Authors in case study combine the perspectives of active researcher
and information scientist
 Illustrate the current status of the accessibility of scholarly outputs
 Describe the difficulties in searching for topic-related grey literature
using a real research example
 Provide examples of unindexed dark scientific data
 Briefly define what might attract more scientists to share their dark
data in grey literature depositories
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RAW Data and MRI Images
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Laboratory Diary
 Hand-written example
 Usually supported by 
materials in electronic
format
 Individual organization
 Side notes
 Personal markings
 Ideas and thoughts
during measurement
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Individual Data Set Report
 Personal organization and markings  Orientational data visualization
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From Dark to Grey Data
Challenges ethical
 Human data
 Missing guidelines
 Legal issues – rights and licenses
Challenges personal
 Search for related data
 Writing
 Statistics
 Style (language / graphic)
Challenges technical
 Storage for 1-100 terabits (RAW data) per scientific project
 No universal forms for individual data types
 Organization and indexing of metadata
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Recommendations
 Ethical guidelines for biomedical dark data, including
personal information to prevent their misuse/release to public 
(non-medical) audience
 Determine which data sources should be stored
 Prepare universal formats and platforms
 Proper structure of outputs for indexing and retrieval
 Develop an overall searching tool/platform for all the (at
least topic-related) repositories
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Summary
 Grey literature is not only conference materials and dissertations
 Scientists’ needs can be very specific according to each individual’s
research topic and interest
 Case study in Biomedical Engineering involves information directly-
related to a specific research topic and presents different types of dark data
 To encourage more scientists to share dark data in grey literature 
repositories, it is necessary to prepare highly user (i.e., scientist) friendly  
environments
 Prepare standards for different types of dark data
 Ethical guidelines for the field of Biomedicine
 Develop search tools and platforms for searching across (all) possible 
resources/repositories
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